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ABSTRACT  
Traditional pattern mining algorithms may not find some most profitable, high priced patterns, due to their lower support.  These 
algorithms reflect only statistical correlation, but it does not reflect semantic significance of the pattern. This gives reason to 
develop a mining model to find itemsets, which contributes to business organization with high profit. Hence, utility-based pattern 
mining technique has evolved and got much popularity in recent time. But all of the existing utility pattern mining algorithms are 
based on centralized database and today’s internet era databases are inherently distributed. This inherent distribution source of 
data and the voluminous in size emerges to develop scalable parallel and distributed algorithm for pattern mining. Mining High 
Utility item-sets from a transactional database refers to the discovery of transaction sets with High Utility characteristics 
improving overall profits. Although a number of relevant algorithms have been proposed in recent years, they incur the problem 
of producing a large number of candidate item-sets for High Utility item-sets. Such a large number of candidate item-sets degrade 
the mining performance in terms of execution time and space requirement. Also the previous algorithms do not consider the 
impact of item sets with high tolls. The Proposed strategies in this work can not only decrease the overestimated utilities of PHUIs 
(potential high utility itemsets) but greatly reduce the number of candidates. Different types of both real and synthetic data sets 
are used in a series of experiments to the performance of the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art utility mining algorithms. 
Experimental results show that these algorithms outperform other algorithms substantially in term of execution time, especially 
when databases contain lots of long transactions or low minimum utility thresholds are set. 

KEYWORDS: High Utility Itemset , Minsup- Minimum support threshold value. , Data excavating , ARM- Association Rule 
Mining. 
 
I.INTRODUCTION 
Data Mining 
 
With the abundant amount of information available on the World Wide Web (WWW), extraction of useful knowledge from the 
web has become a major issue and as a result has gained significant attention among researchers in data mining and knowledge 
discovery areas [11]. Data excavating is the process of extraction of hidden illustrative or predictive data from colossal databases. 
Developing data excavating algorithms for streaming and text data have appeared as an vital problem. Data mining tools predict 
future trends and behaviors, allowing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions . Data excavating 
instruments can examine large databases to hold answers to inquiries such as, "Which clients are most probable to answer to my 
subsequent promotional mailing, and why?".   
 
Association rules 
 
Association rule mining, one of the most important and well researched techniques of data excavating. Association  law 
excavating [6] finds interesting associations and/or correlation connections amid colossal set of data items. Association rules 
describe how often items are purchased together. For example, an association rule “beer => chips (80%)” states that four out of 
five customers that bought beer also bought chips. Such rules can be useful for decisions concerning product pricing, promotions, 
store layout and many others [8]. 
The two main problems of ARM process are, One,  is to find those itemsets whose occurrences exceed a predefined threshold in 
the database; those itemsets are called frequent or large itemsets. The second problem is to generate association rules from those 
large itemsets with the constraints of minimal confidence. 
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 Reasons for association of data: 

• DBMS gave access to the data stored but no analysis of data.  

• Analysis required unearthing the hidden relationships within the data i.e. for decision support. 

• Size of databases has increased and needs automated techniques for analysis as they have grown beyond manual 
extraction. 

Itemset mining 

Itemset mining is an exploratory data excavating technique widely used for discovering valuable correlations among data. The 
first attempt to perform itemset mining  was focused on discovering frequent itemsets, i.e., pat- terns whose observed frequency of 
occurrence in the source data (the support) is above a given threshold [5] . Finding meaningful patterns with valuable knowledge 
often frequently occur in certain scope of time or space, such as network anomaly detection and stock market fluctuating anomaly 
detection etc [10].  

Existing Frequent Itemset Mining algorithms such as Apriori and FP-Growth require that the dataset is centralized and memory-
resident. Indeed, these techniques work well on small datasets, but are not suitable for Big Data. With the increase in size and with 
the distribution of available datasets, the computation involved in extracting frequent itemsets is demanding both in time and in 
space. 
I have used the modification of well known Apriori algorithm  for frequent itemset mining [1]. Several challenges in finding 
frequent itemset includes: 
 

• It is expensive to grasp a huge number of candidate sets. 

• It is monotonous to repeatedly scan the database and check a colossal set of candidates by outline matching, that is 
exceptionally real for excavating long patterns 

    

• To collect different types of real datasets to be used by proposed data mining algorithms.  

• To implement efficient algorithm for synthetic dataset generation that c that can mimic large transactional datasets with 
less error. 

• To implement and Improve utility pattern growth algorithms, and a build compact tree structure for discovering High 
utility and Frequent item sets while maintaining important information related to utility patterns. an mimic large 
transactional datasets with less error. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
The Apriory algorithm of association rules mining encounter several well known problems in practice for example, the algorithms 
do not always return the results in a reasonable time, as the set of association rules and generated Candidates can rapidly grow 
rapidly. So , we are using a modified Apriory algorithm. 
Input to this algorithm is a Database, value of min_support, min_confidence, and a set of sensitive items. This algorithm computes 
the large itemsets of all the sizes from the given dataset. Then it selects all the rules, which contain sensitive item from the 
association rules generated. The rules containing sensitive items are represented in the representative rules format and then the 
sensitive item is deleted from a transaction, which fully supports the selected RR and added to a transaction, which partially 
supports RR. The detailed pseudo-code for the algorithm is given below: 

High Toll Transactions Utilizing Support and Confidance 

Input:  

(1) A source database D 

(2) A min_support. 

(3) A min_confidence. 
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(4) A set of High toll items H. 

Output: 

 A transformed database D’ where rules containing H on RHS/LHS will be hidden 

1. Find all large itemsets from D; 

2. For each sensitive item h∈H  { 
3. If h is not a large itemset then H=H- {h}; 
4. If H is empty then EXIT; 
5. Select all the rules containing h and store in U//h can either be on LHS or RHS  
6. Repeat { 
7. Select all the rules from U with same LHS 
8. Join RHS of selected rules and store in R; //make representative rules         
9. }Until (U is empty); 
10. Sort R in descending order by the number of supported items; 
11. Select a rule r from R  
12. Compute confidence of rule r. 
13. If conf>min_conf then   {//change the position of sensitive item h. 
14.  Find T1={t in D|t completely supports r ; 
15. If t contains x and h then 
16.  Delete h from t 
17. Find T1={t in D|t does not support LHS(r) and partially supports x; 
18.  Add h to t 
19. Repeat 
20. { 
21.  Choose the first rule from U; 
22.  Compute confidence of r ;  
23.  } Until(U is empty); 
24.  }//end of if conf>min_conf 
25.  Else  
26.  Go to step 11; 
27.  Update D with new transaction t; 
28.  Remove h from H; 
29.  Go to step 2; 

30.  }//end of for each h∈H 

A brief description of important steps of the algorithm is given below: 

Step 5 of the Proposed algorithm selects all the rules containing sensitive item(s) either in the left or in the right.  

Steps  6  - 9 convert  these rules  in representative rules (RR) format. 

Step 11  selects  a rule from the set of RR’s, which has sensitive item on the left of the RR is selected. 

Step 13 - 18 deletes the sensitive item(s) from the transaction that completely supports the RR i.e. it contained all the 
items in of RR selected and add the same sensitive item to a transaction which partially supports RR i.e. where items in 
RR are absent or only one of them is present. 

 IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
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Apriori VS High Toll 

============= Apriori =================== 

Minimum support: 0.1 (10 instances) 

Minimum metric <confidence>: 0.9 
Number of cycles performed: 18 
Generated sets of large itemsets: 
Size of set of large itemsets L(1): 20 
Size of set of large itemsets L(2): 180 
Size of set of large itemsets L(3): 791 
Size of set of large itemsets L(4): 292 
Size of set of large itemsets L(5): 10 
Best rules found: 
1. a1=true a5=false a8=false 11 ==> a2=false 11    <conf:(1)> lift:(1.72) lev:(0.05) [4] conv:(4.62) 
 2. a0=true a1=true a2=false a4=false 10 ==> a9=true 10    <conf:(1)> lift:(1.96) lev:(0.05) [4] conv:(4.9) 
 3. a0=true a3=true a4=false a7=true 10 ==> a6=false 10    <conf:(1)> lift:(1.82) lev:(0.05) [4] conv:(4.5) 
 4. a2=false a4=false a7=true a9=true 10 ==> a6=false 10    <conf:(1)> lift:(1.82) lev:(0.05) [4] conv:(4.5) 
 5. a0=true a6=false a7=true 17 ==> a4=false 16    <conf:(0.94)> lift:(1.74) lev:(0.07) [6] conv:(3.91) 
 6. a3=true a4=false a7=true 15 ==> a6=false 14    <conf:(0.93)> lift:(1.7) lev:(0.06) [5] conv:(3.38) 
 7. a0=true a1=false a5=true 12 ==> a3=true 11    <conf:(0.92)> lift:(1.5) lev:(0.04) [3] conv:(2.34) 
 8. a1=true a7=false a8=false 12 ==> a2=false 11    <conf:(0.92)> lift:(1.58) lev:(0.04) [4] conv:(2.52) 
 9. a3=false a7=true a8=false 12 ==> a4=false 11    <conf:(0.92)> lift:(1.7) lev:(0.05) [4] conv:(2.76) 
10. a3=true a4=false a6=true 12 ==> a7=false 11    <conf:(0.92)> lift:(1.83) lev:(0.05) [5] conv:(3) 
 
============= High Toll =================== 
HighToll found 1 rules (displaying top 1) 
1. [a3=true, a7=true, a6=true]: 11 ==> [a4=true]: 10   <conf:(0.91)> lift:(1.98) lev:(0.05) conv:(2.97)  
 

 

BEST RULES FOUND  

1. adoption-of-the-budget-resolution=y el-salvador-aid=n 188 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 186    <conf:(0.99)> 
lift:(1.78) lev:(0.19) [81] conv:(27.8) 

 2. adoption-of-the-budget-resolution=y physician-fee-freeze=n el-salvador-aid=n 181 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 179    
<conf:(0.99)> lift:(1.78) lev:(0.18) [78] conv:(26.77) 
 3. physician-fee-freeze=n el-salvador-aid=n 195 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 192    <conf:(0.98)> lift:(1.77) lev:(0.19) [83] 
conv:(21.63) 
 4. physician-fee-freeze=n el-salvador-aid=n anti-satellite-test-ban=y 178 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 175    <conf:(0.98)> 
lift:(1.77) lev:(0.17) [75] conv:(19.74) 
 5. el-salvador-aid=n education-spending=n 177 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 174    <conf:(0.98)> lift:(1.77) lev:(0.17) [75] 
conv:(19.63) 
 6. el-salvador-aid=n 208 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 204    <conf:(0.98)> lift:(1.76) lev:(0.2) [88] conv:(18.46) 
 7. el-salvador-aid=n anti-satellite-test-ban=y 188 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 184    <conf:(0.98)> lift:(1.76) lev:(0.18) [79] 
conv:(16.68) 
 8. el-salvador-aid=n mx-missile=y 179 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 175    <conf:(0.98)> lift:(1.76) lev:(0.17) [75] 
conv:(15.88) 
 9. physician-fee-freeze=n mx-missile=y 180 ==> aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y 174    <conf:(0.97)> lift:(1.74) lev:(0.17) [73] 
conv:(11.41) 
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10. adoption-of-the-budget-resolution=y el-salvador-aid=n 188 ==> physician-fee-freeze=n 181    <conf:(0.96)> lift:(1.7) 
lev:(0.17) [74] conv:(10.16) 
 
============= High Toll =================== 
 
HighToll found 28 rules (displaying top 10) 
 1. [religious-groups-in-schools=y, physician-fee-freeze=y]: 160 ==> [el-salvador-aid=y]: 156   <conf:(0.98)> lift:(2) lev:(0.18) 
conv:(16.4)  
 2. [adoption-of-the-budget-resolution=y, anti-satellite-test-ban=y, mx-missile=y]: 161 ==> [aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y]: 155   
<conf:(0.96)> lift:(1.73) lev:(0.15) conv:(10.2)  
 3. [religious-groups-in-schools=y, el-salvador-aid=y, superfund-right-to-sue=y]: 160 ==> [crime=y]: 153   <conf:(0.96)> 
lift:(1.68) lev:(0.14) conv:(8.6)  
 4. [el-salvador-aid=y, superfund-right-to-sue=y]: 170 ==> [crime=y]: 162   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.67) lev:(0.15) conv:(8.12)  
 5. [crime=y, physician-fee-freeze=y]: 168 ==> [el-salvador-aid=y]: 160   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.95) lev:(0.18) conv:(9.57)  
 6. [el-salvador-aid=y, physician-fee-freeze=y]: 168 ==> [crime=y]: 160   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.67) lev:(0.15) conv:(8.02)  
 7. [anti-satellite-test-ban=y, mx-missile=y]: 182 ==> [aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y]: 173   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.71) lev:(0.16) 
conv:(8.07)  
 8. [adoption-of-the-budget-resolution=y, mx-missile=y]: 180 ==> [aid-to-nicaraguan-contras=y]: 171   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.71) 
lev:(0.16) conv:(7.99)  
 9. [physician-fee-freeze=y]: 177 ==> [crime=y]: 168   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.66) lev:(0.15) conv:(7.61)  
10. [physician-fee-freeze=y]: 177 ==> [el-salvador-aid=y]: 168   <conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.95) lev:(0.19) conv:(9.07)  
 
 

 
 
Utilities Mined  with for Retail Dataset Apriori (left) vs High Toll Miner (right)  
 
 

 
 Utilities Mined with for Voting Dataset Apriori (left) vs High Toll Miner (right) 

 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
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Utility mining is used to find the item-sets in a transactional database with high utility values like profits. Utility mining only 
focuses on itemsets with high utilities, but the number of rich-enough customers is limited. Traditional association rules mining 
only concerns the frequency of itemsets, which may not able to bring large amount of profit. Also Traditional pattern mining 
algorithms may not find some of the most profitable, high priced patterns, due to their lower support.  These algorithms reflect 
only statistical correlation, but it does not reflect semantic significance of the pattern. This gives reason to develop a mining 
model to find item-sets, which contributes to business organization with high profit. Hence, utility-based pattern mining technique 
has evolved and got much popularity in recent time. 

Frequent pattern mining has been a purposeful subject in data mining research for over a decade. A large amount of literature has 
been dedicated to this research and remarkable progress has been made, ranging from efficient algorithms for frequent itemset 
mining in transaction databases to plentiful research frontiers, such as sequential pattern mining, structured pattern mining, 
correlation mining, associative classification, and frequent pattern-based clustering, as well as their broad applications. In this 
research work, we proposed strategies that can, not only, decrease the overestimated utilities of PHUIs but greatly reduce the 
number of candidates. Diverse types of both real and synthetic data sets are used in a sequence of experiments to the performance 
of the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art utility mining algorithms. Experimental results show that these algorithms 
outperform other algorithms substantially in term of execution time, especially when databases contain lots of long transactions or 
low minimum utility thresholds are set. 

The problem of Cost Efficient item-sets mining become one of the key research area in data mining , But all of the existing utility 
pattern mining algorithms are based on centralized database and today’s internet era databases are inherently distributed. We 
believe that our frequent pattern mining research has substantially broadened the scope of data analysis and will have deep impact 
on data mining methodologies and applications in the long run. However, there are still some challenging research issues that need 
to be solved before frequent pattern mining can claim a cornerstone approach in datamining applications. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

This research work proposed an algorithm for high utility item set mining, however the algorithm did not reflect the fuzzy degree 
of quantity and profit level for mined high utility item-sets, which are essential for decision making in various applications like 
stock control and sales analysis. In future, we will try to apply fuzzy sets theory to the utility mining problem and propose novel 
methods, for mining fuzzy high utility item-sets. We can also work on the temporal high utility itemsets, which are the itemsets 
whose support is larger than a pre-specified threshold in current time window of the data stream. Discovery of temporal high 
utility itemsets is an important process for mining interesting patterns like association rules from data streams. 
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